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EIGHT YEARS OF THE PROJECT "CULTURE OF TOURISM" 
 

 
Zagreb, May 11, 2018 – Having in mind the numerous successes our city is 

constantly achieving in tourism, the Zagreb Tourist Board, in cooperation with the 
City Office for Education, organizes for the 8th year in a row the “Culture of Tourism” 
project. This project was initiated in 2010 with the aim of educating young people 
about the economic importance and significance of tourism. This year, at the Zagreb 
Puppet Theatre, on May 14th, the following schools will present their final projects:  
Fran Bošnjaković Engineering School, Carpentry School, Electro-engineering Crafts 
School, Industrial Mechanical Engineering School, Crafts and Industrial Construction 
School. 

 
The "Culture of Tourism" project was started by ZTB in the academic year 

2010/2011. This project aims to involve young people in participating in 
environmental protection programs, programs for raising the quality of life and 
programs of preservation of the ethnological, historical and cultural heritage. In this 
way ZTB is expecting to increase hospitality levels and create a welcoming climate, 
which should, in the long run, leave a mark on Zagreb tourism and the economic 
development. Each year, during one-semester extracurricular activities, pupils of 
selected secondary schools in Zagreb have the task to devise and realize "projects" 
with tourism themes. 

 
The "Culture of Tourism" project, through theoretical and practical education of 

young people, aims to improve the perception of the city of Zagreb as a tourist 
destination. It also creates awareness of the responsible behavior towards the city 
and its tourists and raises the level of understanding that all local residents, including 
the pupils, play a significant role in Zagreb's success as a tourist destination. 
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